
Question Report

Critical Canadian Home Building Science Part 4:  High Performance Attic and Roof Design – To vent or not to vent? Low/no slope roof details?

# Question
1 Alternative way to provided venting without soffit overhang.
2 unvented - are they hot or cold roof assemblies?
3 Will this presentation be available online after today and until when?
4 please comment on the affects of roofing colour?
5 what would the minimum difference for optimal ventilation between the low and high vents?
6 HIGHLY recommend a pre-drywall air tightness test for foam. See LOTS of failures here
7 Foam has no storage capacity for moisture  compared to the fluffy

8
I had the understanding that for southern Ontario, the ratio of insulation on either side of the air barrier for a wall was 1/3 inside and 2/3 
outside.  For the roof you mentioned 50/50 ratio is safer, but is that not a 'riskier' ratio for a more challenging condition?

9
In the flash and batt situation, if for instance in a deep parallel truss, is there a problem if there is an air space between the 'flash' and the 
'batt'?

10 thanks andy, my question was is it okay to have voids in that roof assembly, will it set up convection currents?
11 For flash and batt, should you avoid installing a vapour retarding barrier on the underside of the batt?

12
More a comment than question. I've seen a demonstration of a Aerobarrier air sealing product that is used for new construction mostly 
and for sealing ductwork too. It's quite impressive how it can seal up all those problem areas. 

13
How would you appraoch bringing a skylight shaft up through a vented attic? Considering the concern about adequate ventilation below 
the shaft in the attic, which can contribute to an ice dam. 

14

Just a comment regarding spray foam in low slope roofs. As a critical application, test to verify the applicators did a proper job. These 
examples preseseted by Trevor are rampant in Alberta where we have much more severe freeze thaw conditions. Don't trust it's doing 
the job and looks can be deceiving. Test, test test.

15
Sloped vented attics allow cheap and sustainable blown insulations, but flat unvented attics allow you to maximize conditioned building 
volume within the zoned space. Should we all be going to traditional commercial roofs for sustainable buildings as much as possible?

16
If a builder is going into their first attempt at a low slope roof with no room for venting, what thing(s) would you recommend they pay 
they most attention to?

17 doesn't the white roof help with air conditioning load?
18 do you have any recommended details/product for the assembly of a flat roof system
19 Any advise on smart vapor barrier when used along with insulation for air barrier system?
20 Regarding split insulation ratios: are you talking about nominal or effective R-values, when you say the insulation is split about 50/50?
21 have you found issues with cracks developing between rafters and spray foam because of shrinkage and movement
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